Countries Word Search 3

UYAUIUXMXICOB
ORYNLYANEKGVWSHA
GIAINIRAGUAH
OGVGBHNREXPGDYR
TUCHICALQAAGA
TVSPASEECHCII
ZJKDYSACIZBN
KLABKLPYYAIGP
DPNALERIAGOMAY
YAMIVUASJDIAAX
WNMPZHMUDPMPNNPJ
ATAEIZSUMOWEUP
PDNTIVIAMVKTTRHX
REUPJOPFTTVRDLP
VLUDADEPEGPERU

BAHRAIN CHAD CHINA
GRENA IRELAND JAMAICA
JAPAN KENYA MEXICO
NAMIBIA NEPAL NICARAGUA
PERU SPAIN TOGO
TUVALU URUGUAY VENEZUELA

Instructions:
Find and circle the words from the list. Words may be forward, backward, vertical, or diagonal within the puzzle.
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